Jini Wilson, Versatile Vocalist Veteran Of Fair, Hollywood, as Varied Accomplishments

Newton Girl Traveled Far; Verses Tech Dances Better Than Others

A beautiful Jini Wilson, who might with Bob Hardy's or is no stranger to Technology antics. As a young and in Newton High School girl she frequently seen at fraternity and other Institute dances. Not days, Jini, who had not much of frolic in the raw as since, was very much in with the gay and carefree prevailing at these orgies. As a young and in Newton High School girl she frequently seen at fraternity and other Institute dances.

Anyhow Jini is telling us about this flying business: It seems we were coming down, like the birds, from Maine and the Joe who owns the plane says: "Want to fly" so we grasp firmly the control things and on to Boston—Athens, you know—as J. P. Marquand says—Well, when we get there Joe—owner lands the thing and says—still talking—"How long have you been taking lessons?"

Says Jini, in that way very pretty girls have; you know what we mean, that sirupy, soupy drawl: "Never took any."

Likes Swimming

In addition to all this wings stuff, our smooth songstress is also much interested in the swimming angles—i mean curves. When it was suggested that she drop around and see our—get that Lindberg stuff—super, super new functionally designed bath-tub much enthusiasms was the answer.

Main sidelines in Jini's life, besides the stenography of course, is modern—sure you know—painting. When we asked whether dope or cheap gin was the best thing to use to get in the proper spirit for this sort of thing, Jini claimed that she didn't use either. Instead, she recommended very, very, deep classical music to elevate one's soul out of the cross realm of practical shapes and objects. Though we haven't seen any of this work we'd like to come up and see your cubes some time Jini?

PACKARD PHAETON OR DUSENBERG—Model J
Highest offer takes one.
TRO. 5936 2-3 O'CLOCK

First In Any Season

The unquestioned superiority of Schlitz beer has made the serving of it a standard of gracious hospitality. That famous flavor, found only in Schlitz, delights the guest and compliments the host. Never in the long history of brewing has such glorious beer been brewed. Until you try Schlitz, you'll never know how really good a bottle of beer can be.

IN BROWN BOTTLES TO PROTECT THE GLORIOUS FLAVOR OF... THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS